
Essential SEO Statistics
Social may be sexy, but SEO still pays the bills. How can marketers get the most out of
SEO? The search marketing statistics and facts below provide some useful guidance.

● 0.78% of Google searchers click on results from the 2nd page.
● 40.61% of pages have meta descriptions that truncate.
● Google shows meta descriptions in search results only 37.22% of the time. That rises

to 40.35% for fat-head keywords and drops to 34.38% for long-tails.
● 61.5% of desktop searches and 34.4% of mobile searches result in no-clicks.
● The number of comments, views, shares, and 'likes' has a strong correlation with

higher YouTube rankings.
● 25.02% of top-ranking pages don’t have a meta description.

The best SEO York is someone who has a thorough knowledge of such SEO techniques that
bring your content to the forefront of the search results page.

The Value Of Links Back To Your Site
As well as using link building to increase search rankings, it can support credible lead
generation. For example, if you want to reach out to an audience in a new geographical
location link building will help you do this by raising awareness in that location. A backlink is
simply a link from one website to another. Search engines like Google use backlink as a
ranking signal because when one website links to another, it means they believe the content
is noteworthy. If you’re a big brand, you’ll organically gain loads of backlinks. Most of us
aren’t that lucky, we’ve got a to work a bit harder for ours. The most effective link building
campaigns start with writing great content. When shared with the right people, helpful blog
posts will start to gain backlinks and rank higher and higher in search engine results pages
(SERPs). There are many different things a SEO Specialist can do for you.

Get Better Conversion Rates Through Local SEO
Grow your local listings by submitting your business information to reputable directories,
review sites (like Yelp or Acxiom), and by guest posting on high-authority websites. 97
percent of consumers looked online for local organisations in 2017, with 12 percent looking
for a local business online every day. With local SEO, where you're searching from is
massive. In fact, the Map Pack results can be completely different from one mile to the next.
If your business has a physical location, there is no reason why you should not try local
SEO. Local SEO is affordable, easy, and can add tremendous value to your business. The
range of services of a SEO Consultancy includes both off-page and on-page SEO
optimization.
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International SEO For Your Website
Individuals and businesses in this new market will likely have different issues and needs
than your current one, so make sure you address these in your copy to make the content on
your site as engaging, relevant and compelling as possible to the market you're trying to
attract. Do keep in mind that different markets favor different social media platforms,
especially when it comes to combining e-commerce functions with social. While Google
claims the majority of market share (93% globally), it's important to drill down into your target
markets to determine which search engines you want to optimize for. Besides Bing (3%
globally) and Yahoo (2% globally), global search engines like Baidu (China), and Yandex
(Russia) are important to consider if they're target countries. Finding high-quality translators
gets easier when you invest in an easy-to-use translation management system (TMS). An
experienced B2B SEO Agency will help you to improve your ranking on the search engine
while also not exceeding your budget.

Awareness is a precondition for purchase and your Search Marketing can be used to
generate awareness. Done right, SEO has no match when it comes to driving high-value
traffic and ultimately producing a better ROI than any other digital marketing channel.

You can find additional info about Freelance SEO Consultants in this Moz page.
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